How to surf free internet in android mobile

How to use free internet on android.
Okay, so I’m late to the party.Not long ago, I needed to replace my smart phone, so I bought an iPhone 3G. I had a couple of goals for the iPhone. First, I wanted to understand what the fuss was all about. I also wanted to explore the app store, particularly after reading about some of the interesting and potentially cool games coming to the platform. A
distant third was perhaps loading up some music to carry around, but I was a little reluctant, since battery life has always been a little concern with Apple’s mobile phone.Well, I’m here to report that battery life is still an issue, but not because of anything I predicted.Take my second point: so far, I’ve downloaded exactly one app from the iPhone App
Store, and it’s not a game. (It’s TrailGuru, for those of you who are curious.) So the App store and games haven’t really captured much of my attention, at least to this point.My mobile phone use (as a phone) is somewhat desultory, particularly compared to most of my compatriots. I rarely come close to using my maximum time, and I only send out a
handful of SMS messages a month. When I had aWindows mobile smart phone, I’d occasionally sync Outlook items (calendar and contacts), but rarely used it as an email device. Actually, I never used it as an email device.I started to realize that the iPhone was something different on a trip to Las Vegas to accompany my daughter’s varsity volleyball
team to a tournament. I got lost trying to find a hotel, so in desperation, I pulled out the iPhone.At that point, I had the iPhone for exactly one day, having unpacked and charged it the day before my trip. I brought up Google maps, and with only minor fiddling, managed to follow the blue dot to the hotel.Subsequently, I’ve used the iPhone as a GPS and
mapping device a number of times. Then I began using the Web browser. Continued… Anonymous proxy servers are a great way to mask your IP address online, but there is still plenty of information about your Web surfing habits stored on your computer. Luckily, it's easy to control your privacy settings directly in your Web browser. One of the
simplest ways to cover your online tracks is to manually delete your browser history. All Web browsers -- like Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari or Google Chrome -- allow you to delete your Web surfing history. Follow these instructions to delete your browser history: In Safari, go to the History menu, scroll all the way down to the bottom and click
"Clear History."In Firefox, open the Preferences box from the Firefox menu. Choose the Privacy tab. Go down to the section on Private Data and click "Clear Now."In Google Chrome, go to the Tools menu, select "History," select a recent Web site and click "Delete history for this day."In Internet Explorer 7 and 8, this process is a little more
complicated. Go to support.microsoft.com and follow the directions there for assistance. Note, however, that any network administrator -- at the office or even at your ISP -- can access your surfing history on the network level, even if you erase it on your computer. You can also control how your browser handles cookies. The default setting on most
browsers is to accept cookies from all sites. You can either block cookies entirely -- which might prevent you from using certain online banking and shopping sites -- or you can choose only to block third-party cookies. Since anonymous Web surfing is becoming more and more popular, the latest versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Google
Chrome include special settings for surfing without a trace. By enabling these settings, your browser won't save your surfing history, search queries, cookies, download history or passwords. Here is how you activate anonymous surfing in some the more popular Web browsers: In Internet Explorer 8, open a new tab and select "Browse with
InPrivate."In Safari, under the main Safari menu, you can check a setting called "Private Browsing"In Google Chrome, click on the page icon next to the URL window and select "Open New Incognito Window." In the next section, we'll talk about ways to get around the thorny problem of Web sites that force you to register. RFG believes that enterprise
Internet access has given businesses the abilities to be more competitive and improve business partner relationships, customer care and service. However, the Internet has also increased personal Web surfing at the workplace, saddling corporations with unproductive workers and potentially resulting in a decrease in corporate revenues. In some
cases, employee use of the Internet has raised legal issues that put businesses at risk. CIOs should assess working environments to determine if monitoring tools should be employed. Such tools can oversee employee Internet use and protect the company from inefficient workers and various legal concerns, without disturbing employee morale or
corporate culture.Business Imperatives: Allowing employees to surf freely on the Internet can lead to damaging consequences. In some cases, companies have been hit with sexual harassment lawsuits because of Internet viewing of sexually explicit material. CIOs should determine if violations of corporate policy are occurring, and if so, decide
whether Internet filtering software is needed and deemed appropriate for the company and employee environment. Distinguishing between personal and work-related websites is a difficult task as some sites are used for both purposes. Internet filtering software enables companies to block selected websites and monitor employee Internet surfing
activity. CIOs should assess the site-blocking and site-tracking features of such tools, and determine which sites, if any, should be blocked in the best interest of the company and employees. Many Internet filtering products provide daily updates to keep blocking lists current. However, filtering products are known to filter out legitimate content and to
miss bad content. When evaluating the appropriate Internet filtering and blocking applications, CIOs should ensure that an application is sufficiently flexible and configurable to meet company-specific requirements, and that vendors offer solid support including regular updates. Corporate executives and managers understand that employees will
conduct personal activities at work on the Internet, whether taking a few minutes to check personal stock portfolios or booking plane tickets during lunch hour. Some companies concerned with employee productivity, clogged bandwidth and sexual harassment suits potentially leading to hostile work environments have implemented Internet filtering
tools to address these and similar issues.Internet filtering, originally used for parental control over Internet surfing by their children, has reached the corporate world. Companies are blocking access to sites related to auctions, drug and alcohol use, gambling and pornography. In many cases, Internet filtering applications are being used in companies
that want to ensure that employees do not view pornographic or hate sites. Although this type of active viewing of pornography is not widespread throughout the enterprise, companies must act to ensure a good working environment is maintained.At enterprises where “cyberslacking” is seen as a threat to network bandwidth, IT managers have also
blocked sites related to sports and shopping. This has in some cases caused employees to view such actions as tantamount to creating a hostile work environment and led to many staff resignations.An example of problems at the other end of the spectrum includes the arrest of Infoseek’s executive vice-president, Patrick Naughton, for soliciting sex
from a minor via the Web. Clearly, CIOs should work with human resources personnel and legal counsel to develop corporate policies and then evaluate and enforce them with Internet filtering software. The software should monitor, block or be a combination of both, whichever best fits the business situation.Corporate policies should also include
procedures for handling infractions of those policies within the organization. Both policies and infraction consequences should be clearly written and conveyed to all employees to avoid any future misunderstanding. However, companies should be sure the consequences fit the offense. For example, one should not be fired for checking a sports score.
The appropriate filtering application should complement outlined policies. CIOs and their teams should carefully evaluate vendor offerings in order to determine which features are best suited for the enterprise.In general, Internet filtering software combats the surfing issues either by using packet-sniffing technology to track employee surfing or
works as an Internet gateway router (IGR) to triage Web traffic. Packet-sniffing technology inspects each request for access and ensures authorization or denies access. However, such software lacks the ability to recognize a re-sent packet, uses network resources before the packet is dropped and then consumes more resources as the packet is
resent. In comparison, an Internet gateway router controls user access to and from the gateway but does not examine each request.Many programs differentiate themselves by adding features such as on-demand Web activity reports and estimates of Internet surfing costs based on data such as employee salaries. Other features include daily updates
of lists of sites to be blocked, filtering of both international and domestic sites, assignment of restrictions by department or workgroup and monitoring of bandwidth usage. Additionally, some programs can generate automatic e-mails to be sent to managers informing them of selected surfing activities that occur during off-hours.CIOs should carefully
evaluate software for features that combat specific problems from all sides. For example, blocking lists should include both domain names and IP addresses. Also, each software vendor should provide a starter list and the ability to add additional listings, to speed creation of lists of banned sites. In addition, vendors of filtering and blocking software
should offer frequent updates of blocking lists. The chart below lists example solutions for enterprise-class filtering and blocking.RFG believes that every enterprise CIO should develop a comprehensive policy and set of procedures for Internet surfing at work, to protect the company from legal battles, unwanted publicity and loss of productivity. Once
the guidelines are in place CIOs should evaluate Internet filtering products for those that can best satisfy corporate requirements. CIOs should also work with human resource personnel to select sites that should be barred and to ensure that policies are made part of official corporate statements and continually conveyed to employees.2000 Robert
Frances Group. All rights reserved. Mimi Ho is the Robert Frances Group’s research analyst. She can be reached at mho@rfgonline.com.
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